Instruction of VR All-in-one

Please read this manual carefully and keep it properly before using the product.

1, warning,
In the process of using this equipment, please follow the safety precaution and the proper use of
this equipment; avoid personal injury, death, and material damage.]
Please follow the following use safety considerations, avoid causing fire, overheating, chemical
leakage and explosion accident.
1) To reduce the risk of fire or battery damage, please do not allow the unit to rain or moisture.
2) To reduce the risk of fire, do not use blankets, bedding or other flammable items covering the
equipment
3) To prevent damage of the equipment, do not disassemble any parts of this machine,
maintenance please consult after-sales service department
4) Do not use the equipment overheating.
5) Do not use any other battery and accessories as specified in this instruction.
6) do not use homemade or modified battery.
2, health guidelines
Use this equipment to watch the panorama or stereo video, images, and game could affect the
children's health in growth, suggest that children under 15 years old should not use this device
for a long time
Some people may have uncomfortable symptoms (such as eye fatigue, body fatigue, nausea, or
vertigo symptom) when watching the panoramic video images or palying the panoramic game.
Suggest that all viewers take a break regularly when watching video or palying game. Time of rest
and frequency vary from person to person and you can decide the best way for you. If you feel
any discomfort, please stop watching video or palying game until the unwell feeling disappear.
Please consult a doctor if you think it is necessary.
You should also read
1) You should read other equipment specifications which cooperatively with this equipment.
2) You should browse our company website for the latest information
Note: the system version update without prior notice, please see the website updated
dynamically

Note:
Due to the principle of the device display mode belongs to near-eye display, use this equipment
long hour may damage eyesight. Improper use may be permanent damage eyesight. Please
strictly abide by the safety specifications listed in this manual:
1) Please put on S900 VR Integrated Machine correctly.
To avoid watching frames in the incorrectness conditions, please use calibration equipment to
check the device whether in the most suitable condition for use.
2) PD (Pupil Distance ) adjustment range is 60 mm ~ 72 mm. In order to suit the PD you can adjust
the integrated machine’ PD. Please do not use this equipment if you could not use the equipment
in this scope.
3) Eyesight adjust range is 0◦~600◦. By adjusting the button of object distance can achieve the
comfortable experience of naked eye. Please do not use this equipment if you could not use the
equipment in this scope.

notice for use

The power adapter
1) Do not use any non specified power adapter which may cause malfunction of the equipment.
2) Performance and security are not guaranteed if any other USB cable which is not special
purpose of this system is used.
3) Please do not split or restructured power adapter
4) The operation is not guaranteed if you use any USB hub or USB extension. Must use the special
USB cable and follow the instructions of connection operation.

Using the environment
Please do not use the equipment in the following environments:
1) Do not use the equipment in the place where is vibration.
2) Do not use the equipment under direct sunlight, or very hot、humid places.
3) Do not use the equipment in extremely cold places.
4) Do not use the equipment in the place where is vibration may splash.
Note: the devices drop or rough use may lead to deformation or damage

Battery protection
Suggest you replace battery and consult the dealer if the battery operation time is just half of the
initial use while it is full.
Completely discharged battery can be recharged 1000 times. Recharge times varies depending on
the condition of use。
If do not use this product for a long time, please charge the battery every three months to
prevent damage of the battery.

Lens care
To avoid stains and scratches please carefully use lens. If the lens is dirty, please use the soft lens
cleaning cloth wipe gently.
Do not use liquid solvents such as cleaning fluid or alcohol-based cleanser
Please don't impose much degree of vibration or external force on lens. Chipped or broken lens
may cause damage. If you find the above situation, please immediately stop using this system
and do not touch the damaged parts.

Packaging materials
Keep the original packaging and protective buffer material for future move or mail the equipment
for repair, etc.
About the abandoned equipment
Please do not disposal the abandoned equipment and life garbage together. The correct way of
disposal waste products help to avoid the potential negative effects on the environment and
human health.
Concrete treatment methods please follow the local rules and regulations.

Product parameters: see the parameters on the box

Product features：





comfortable head design
high capacity battery
aspherical preciseness industrial-grade lens
5.5 inch high-definition LCD display

Product pictures

Key Description

LED
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charging
When the host was connected the power adapter and start to charge the battery. In the process
of charging, the host power indicator light is red and when charging is completed it will go out
This equipment also can be charged when it is operation but take longer time. It is recommended
to charge the equipment when not in use the equipment and turn off the power.
Owing to the different environmental temperature or other conditions, the equipment may not
be able to charge or take longer to charge:
Charging temperature should in the range from 5 to 35 degrees.
Host and power adapter become heating in the process of using this system or charging is not a
safety issue.
If the battery unit and the power adapter are very hot, please stop using this system and close
the power supply system.
Charging time and operation time
At room temperature of 23 degrees, charging time and operating time as shown below:

equipment Charging time Operating time

Integrated
5-8h
2~4h
Machine
Due to the environment temperature, battery status, and other use conditions, charging time and
operating time may be different.

Equipment calibration
S900 VR Integrated Machine stereo display mode is made up of a 5.5 -inch LCD screen
that divided into two areas, each area is corresponding images of about 3D format,
left and right images after the superposition of users' eyes, forming a
three-dimensional picture.
Before you start using image calibration, please through the following two steps to ensure
alignment correctly,

Ghosting calibration
Because of the difference of pupillary distance (pd) from people to people, it is easy to have
ghosting phenomenon on the stereoscopic image. Ghosting phenomenon can be solved by
adjustng by pd button which can adjust the distance of pd.

Screen calibration
Long press the menu button 2s when frames or menu is out of the front and then the frames or
menu interface will back to the front line of sight

Wearing manner
1、You can wear glasses after calibration the host.
2、Install the magic stick , adjust the corresponding length which subject to our confirmation
1、Uniform distribution of bearing for wearing comfortable.

2 Introduction to Features
For the purpose of sales and instruction, this document mainly contains the
general introduction to all-in-one VR headset and all the features.

2.1 Launcher
VR Launcher adopts the gazing selection in the visual field with the operation
mode of touching on the touchpad/clicking OK. At the same time, nine-axis
peripheral can also realize the gazing selection. Besides, there’s general
interactive optimization in Launcher 3.0. With embossing effect while clicking,
you’ll have a brand new interactive experience.

Launcher has added the operation of general motions. Touch the
touchpad or click “OK” can realize the moving to any place in the
scene you like, and just one-click “OK” can realize all the operations.

Before/After Adjusting The View

Mode of Operation in Main Interface
Launcher main interface contains 4 feature bars: Recommendation, History,
Display and Bottom.
Recommendation includes the 4 popular sections recommended, initially set as:
Local Player, Game, Gallery and VR Browser. These 4 sections can be updated
manually. For industry customization clients, Recommendation can be modified
according to the clients demands.
History displays applications used by users, initially set as displaying 5
applications(Recommendation applications will not be repeated). The applications
used will be displayed in History from left to right.
Display bar is placed in the middle and displays time, battery, WiFi, Bluetooth,
SD card and storage card, among which WiFi, Bluethooth, SD card switches are
shown as bellows:

Bottom is the common function entry: Settings, App List, App Store and Favorites.

Operations in Game
In Game, you can find all your games downloaded in App Store. If there’s no
pre installations of games in your headset, then there’s no game in Game and
you’ll receive a prompt-“There’s no game in your game list, please download in
App Store.” Enter the App Store and download the game, then the game will be in
the game list automatically. The switching mode of the list and the feature buttons
at the bottom is the same in the game list(see more details in the app list
instruction).

Operations of Local Apps List
Local apps can switch pages in 3 ways: gazing selection in the visual field and
touch the touchpad/click “OK” to switch the page; All-in-one headset
touchpad/up and down buttons to switch the page; click the left and right
switching button at the bottom to switch the page.

At the bottom of the list page, there are 4 function buttons, among which left
and right button can switch list page, delete button can delete apps and return
button can return to the main interface.

Click return button in the list page to return to the main interface. Besides,
there will be a red icon-“new” in the upper left corner of the new application.

How to delete application: gaze at the uninstall button, when it’s highlighted,
select it. Then, the upper right corner of each app will appear a delete icon(Click the
uninstall button again to cancel the uninstalling and the delete button returns to
the original color). When the app is selected, the delete icon becomes red. Click the

delete icon to uninstall the app.

2.2 Local Player
Local Player is for playing the local videos, supporting popular playing formats
like mp4 and avi. At the same, it supports several graphic formats like 2D, left and
right 3D, up and down 3D, 360 2D and 360 3D.

Copy Videos
Copy videos through USB or SD card into all-in-one headset. Wait a moment
for the display of the copied videos in the list after launching the app.
Four feature buttons at the bottom of the list page: sort button(sorting by
creating time and name), refresh button(refreshing the list), left and right switch
button(switching list page) and delete button(delete videos).
Select one video in the list through the touching on the touchpad/clicking
“OK”, and the play and preview(for long videos) options will appear.

Video Preview
Click preview icon and enter the nine patch interface, i.e. the video is divided
into 9 sections with the same length, and you can watch the beginning of each
section. Click one section to watch.

Video Watch
The initial play will be in 2D mode by default and mode setting menu will
appear in the screen. If any abnormal display(it can be seen in the above
picture that the video is in 3D left and right split screens), you can switch to the
corresponding mode in the menu quickly. Then, the menu will disappear and
the player has remembered your mode, which means there’s no need to
select it again the next time you open.
Tips: If you know what play mode you need, you can name your video
specifically before copying into the headset. For example, “Sample_360” means
the initial play will be in panorama 360° mode. For more details, please click “i”
button in the lower right of list page.
While watching the video, if you nod your head to the bottom of the screen,
the trigger icon of the control panel will be displayed at the bottom. If you need
to adjust the playing settings, move your head to the icon to expand the panel.

In playing control panel, you can pause, drag the processing bar, adjust the
lightness and volume, open play mode menu and enter menu of other settings.

Click the icon in the lower right to exit playing and return to the list(you can
also click the return button). The player will remember your last position of the
processing bar and you can continue your watching the next time you open it.

2.3 Online Cinema
Online Cinema provides and updates selected video resources every day and

you’ll enjoy the immersive experience like you’re really in the cinema. As video
converged application, Online Cinema provides 2D and 3D video streaming.

Operations in Main Interface
By default, you’ll enter the recommended page and the popular films and the
latest film collection will be displayed. Gazing selection, touching on the
touchpad or clicking “OK” can start your watching.
Click the category column at the bottom to switch to other channels. There’re
many videos in each channel. Click the left and right arrows or the left and right
button on the headset to browse pages.

On the recommended page and the channel page, click return twice to exit the
application.

Operations in the playing page are the same as those in
local player.

2.4 Panorama OL

Panorama OL provides hundreds of 360 degree online videos and the
immersive VR watching experience to users.

Operations in the Main Interface
The main interface can be divided to recommended section and feature section.
Recommended section recommends 4 popular categories or videos. Gaze with
head motions to select and you’ll enter the category or play interface.
Feature sections contain: download management, category list and favorites.
You can browse and manage videos according to different sections.

Operations in Video List
Touch the category to enter the category list. Click the category list to enter the
video list page. Then, gaze with head motions to select the video, touch the
touchpad and click “OK” to enter the playing page.
The videos in the list page can directly be streamed, saved as favorites or
downloaded. The favorites and downloaded videos can be found in the
corresponding list.

List switching mode and feature buttons are the same as those in the
application list(see more details in the list instruction).

Operations in playing page are the same as those in local
player.

2.5 Gallery
Gallery adopts the brand new interface design and supports many formats.

Operations in the Main Interface
By default, you’ll enter the photo wall. Move towards left and right 首 to adjust
the field of view. Gaze at the margin of the photo wall to play the effects of
photo stream.

Operations in Play and Category Interfaces
Click a single photo to browse. 2D, 3D and panorama modes are available. Use
the left and right button on the headset and the left and right arrows in the screen
to switch photos.

Click the category button at the bottom to enter the album screen.点击 There are
preset 2D, 3D and panorama photos. Users can also connect the all-in-one
headset to the computer to create albums themselves.

2.6 Panorama VR Tour
Panorama VR Tour provides panorama
pictures of famous spots. You can enjoy the
beautiful scenes without going outdoors.
Operations in the Main Interface
The main interface can be divided in to: recommended column, category
column and list of all videos and download management.
Recommended column: 3 recommended videos. Click to play.
Category column and list of all videos: category list includes the latest and
hottest video list. Click to enter.
Download management: browse, manage and delete panorama photos
downloaded before.

2.7 VR Input Method
VR Input Method supports the input in VR mode with multiple languages like
Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Thai,
Korean and Arabic. Gaze with head motions to select and touch the
touchpad/click “OK” to input.

Image 3.13&3.14 French Keyboard

2.8 VR Browser
Operations in the Main Interface
Input website in the address bar or directly click key words or navigation page
to go to the website. In the favorites and history on the right side of the page, you
can find your collected websites and visited pages.

Operations in the Internal Page
While browsing the website, you can use touchpad/up and down buttons or
click the up and down arrows to switch the page. Click the up arrow and return to
top.
While using browser to watch videos, you can click full screen mode 使 to use
browser player to play. This player supports 3D, IMAX and panorama 360° to
provide a better watching experience.

Internal Playing Screen

2.9 App Store
Nibiru App Store contains dozens of selected apps. You can download in this
App Store and obtain a better experience.

Operations in the Main Interface
By default, you’ll enter the recommended page of the App Store. Select the
game to enter the downloading interface. Browse towards the right side, and you
can enter the categories. The method to switch pages is the same as the former
features.
Besides, there are list of all apps, download management and accounts
sections. You can browse all the apps in the list of all apps. In accounts, you can
check your balances and you can also connect to Nibiru VR Assistant. Please read
internal using tutorials before use.

Operations in the Downloading Screen
1. Select the game you need to download in the main screen or in the category list.
Click the game to see more details;
2. Click to download the game. After it’s downloaded and installed, select start
to play.

3. The downloaded games can be found in the Games list in the Launcher screen.
They can also be found in the downloaded list in the App Store.
4. New version Nibiru APP Store has added reviews and ratings, and optimized the
downloading performance, which ensures the stable running.

2.10 File Manger
File Manager can be used to manage the files in all-in-one headset, including
viewing , opening , deleting, copying and pasting files.

File Manager Homepage Screenshot

Internal Apps

2.11 Settings
The related features can be configured in the Settings, including Bluetooth,
WiFi, system updates and language selection.

Common problems
Common problems

measures

Unable to boot

Startup usually need to hold down the power button 2 ~ 3 seconds

Can't turn it off

Hold down the power button for at least 3 seconds

The screen suddenly
shut down

1, host, included in the standby mode, click the button wake up the screen;
2, low battery automatic shutdown, please recharge the host, the host
shows the battery status icon

no sound

The volume + / - buttons to adjust the volume

Disclaimer:
This system all third-party application service is provided by each service provider, our company
itself do not store, control, or modify built-in, third-party content, or web page updates. So we do
not assume any disputes and legal responsibility caused by the legitimacy and health of the
content. If you have any questions, please consult or complain the relevant service provider or
operator.

